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Gold
“The desire of gold is not for gold. It is for the means of freedom and benefit.”

― Ralph Waldo Emerson

Overall Sentiment

• A perfect storm is brewing in the global market

• Tensions off the Korean Peninsula, Russia sanctions, Venezuela 
turmoil and many others

Speculative funds positioning 

• Speculative sentiment is starting to turn with gross short 
reducing their bearish exposure – which could potentially fuel 
the rally 

Bullish perspective 

• Its third solid weekly gain as gold trades comfortably above the 
multi-month downtrend line

• Repeated attempt to weaken overhead resistance line may soon 
bear results

Bearish perspective 

• Gold is getting a tad stretched on the shorter time frames. 

Conclusion – Bulls are in the driving seats and its price action 
suggest that it is hard to be too bearish on the yellow metal
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Silver
“How stubborn life is, it clings like silver in our souls.” – Scott Hastie

Overall Sentiment

• The white metal is in a great position to extend its recent gain but we fear that 
it may soon run its course and perhaps consolidate first 

Speculative funds positioning 

• Speculative funds turned negative amid strong selling interest but with the 
price now higher, shorts are under pressure to cover

Bullish perspective 

• Gold/silver ratio has turned lower after a strong rejection (see chart below)

• Safe-haven demand is still high and that should keep the bullish momentum in-
tact for now. 

Bearish perspective 

• RSI is about to hit technical resistance and some sort of consolidation is not a 
surprise

• Price action still trades within a downward channel (see weekly chart below)

Conclusion – Silver is attempting to form a rather bullish monthly candle which 
should bode well for late buyers to join and buy the dips
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Market moving events this week
• US Nonfarm payroll may help dictate the dollar this week

• China is under pressure to do more on North Korea 

• Weak dollar summed up poor confidence in the current 
administration

• But the dollar is getting rather oversold and there is a 
possibility of a short-term rebound

• Trump administration needs some stability badly 
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